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* FSB-FPGA Accelerator Platform
Intel® QuickAssist Technology

Encompasses Industry Hardware Solutions

Future Intel Processor Integration of Accelerators

Software Architecture Abstraction Layer and Libraries For Acceleration

Comprehensive Approach To Acceleration
Open Attach Strategy

Source: Pat Gelsinger Keynote Fall IDF 2006

1. **Open Ubiquitous Standards Based Approach**
   PCI Express* Gen1, PCI Express* Gen2, and **Geneseo** – (Extend PCI Express* Gen 2 - Joint Intel/IBM Proposal in PCI-SIG*)

2. **Enable third party FSB-FPGA Modules** – targeted for Financial Services Industry, Oil and Gas, Life Sciences, Digital Health, etc.
   FSB-FPGA Modules Targeted 4Q07/1Q08

3. **Intel® QuickAssist Technology Accelerator Abstraction Layer (AAL)** that seamlessly allows the SW to access acceleration across various technologies.

Source: Intel Internal

---

**Open Standards Based Attach Strategy**
What are FSB-FPGA Accelerators?

- FPGA Accelerator Hardware Modules (AHMs) that plug into Intel® Xeon® processor sockets
  - Attach directly to the Front Side Bus (FSB)
  - FSB provides the highest performance, lowest latency interconnect
FSB-FPGA Accelerator Hardware Module

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) allow the development of domain-specific hardware-based, parallel algorithms that execute significantly faster than equivalent algorithm in software.

Front Side Bus (FSB) provides a high performance, low latency interconnect between AHM and CPU.

Photo source: Xilinx
Multiple AHMs

- Multiple FPGA modules can be connected in a ring topology
  - Partition complex algorithms across multiple accelerator modules
  - Higher degrees of parallelization for even higher performance
  - Connect to external I/O sources
FAP System Architecture

- **Accelerator Hardware Modules (AHM)** contains FPGA, SRAM, flash memory and control logic. AAL will support multiple AHMs from different vendors. AHMs may also be interconnected with serial links.
- **Accelerator Function Units (AFU)** implement accelerated algorithms.
- **AHM Core** logic provides FSB interface logic, low-level AHM device interface and AFU interface.
- **Workspace** memory is reserved area of system memory managed by AHM driver.
  - Memory is allocated, pinned (to prevent swapping) and mapped into application’s virtual address space. Both application and AFU can access this memory directly.
- **Accelerator Abstraction Layer (AAL)** provides generic accelerator discovery, configuration and messaging services.
- **AFU proxies** implement AFU specific message formatting and API.
- **Domain Specific Libraries** may be used to provide a more abstract interface on top of AAL.
- **Applications** access accelerator functionality through the domain specific library or directly to AAL.
Basic Accelerator Operation

AAL (incl. driver)
- Allocate Workspace
- Write operands
- Send request
  - AAL validates all pointers, adds AFU page table descriptor

Workspace
- Allocate, pin and mmap memory
- Send request
  - AAL allocates workspace memory, maps into application space and creates AFU page table

FSB CORE
- FSB Core guarantees that reads and writes are within workspace
- Get request
- AFU blocks waiting for message
- AFU unblocks, gets request
- Read operand(s)
- Write results
- Send response
- NB: AHM participates in FSB coherency protocol so “correct” memory contents are always read.

Application/Library
- Allocate Workspace
- Write operands
- Send request

AFU
- Execute

Zero-Copy Programming Model
AHM Architecture

- AHM
  - FPGA
    - SRAM
    - AHM CORE
    - MULTI-GIGABIT TRANSCEIVER
    - AFU
    - SYSTEM CONTROL AND BOOT LOGIC
    - FLASH MEMORY
  - JTAG
  - IPIP INTERFACE (FSB)

- MGTTx
- MGTRx

Intel Developer FORUM
Shared Memory: SMP

- In a typical SMP system, all CPUs can see system memory, but they can’t see each other because they don’t occupy address space.
- CPUs usually communicate through shared memory and signal each other using Inter-Processor Interrupts (IPIs).
Shared Memory: CPU+AHM

- A similar technique is used to communicate with FSB-attached AHMs
- The AHM device driver allocates (and pins) system memory for AHM device registers, command/response queues and shared workspaces
- The physical address of the device register memory area is sent to the AHM
- CPU communicates with AHM through this memory-based interface
AHM Core Architecture
AFU Interface

- One pair of Command and Data FIFOs in each direction
- Separate CSR and Bulk data transfer interfaces
- Command FIFO holds Cmd_Hdr indicating the type of transfer
- Data FIFO holds data corresponding to each Cmd_Hdr

Benefits
- High performance
- Use FPGA vendor FIFO macro implementation
- Simple FIFO interface can also be used to cross clock boundaries
- Variable burst size, 64B to 4MB
- Supports bursting with/without wait states
- Receiver controls dataflow
AFU Slave Mode Operation

Low level AFU command includes list of physical addresses and lengths for both input and output buffers. AFU is unaware of memory addressing.

AFU must process data in "application determined" order.

Write data to workspace
Write command to AFU queue
Send signal to AHM (IPI)
Read command from AFU queue
Loop
Read input from workspace
Write output to workspace
Write response to AFU queue
Send signal to CPU (IRQ)
Read response from AFU queue

Write command
Push input to AFU
Pull output from AFU
Process Data
Write response
Multiple languages will be available for developing FPGA accelerator algorithms:
- VHDL / Verilog
- High Level Languages (C, C++, Java)
- Matlab

Intel is working with a variety of third party tool vendors to provide FPGA software development kits.

Flexible Design Choices
What is AAL?

- AAL provides a uniform set of platform level services for using FPGA accelerators on Intel platforms
  - Independent of attach technology (ie: FSB, PCIe*, etc.)
  - Independent of the acceleration workload
  - Defines a common programming model
  - Specifies a common presentation of the services using existing interconnect interfaces
    - Tightly coupled accelerators: FSB
    - Loosely coupled accelerators: PCIe*
AAL Services

• Installation and configuration of accelerators on the platform
  - Standard interface for installers to register the packages they are installing
  - Standard interface for applications / libraries to query, enumerate, find and load installed packages

• Communication between applications and accelerators
  - Asynchronous programming model with event dispatcher and delivery: optimized for parallel task processing
  - Protection of shared resources allowing multiple applications to use one accelerator: support for multiple threads
  - Dynamic binding to acceleration packages: provides maximum flexibility without changing framework
AAL Interfaces

• Installation and Configuration
  - AFU Registration Interface (IRegistrar)
    ▪ Used by installer to register AFU packages
    ▪ Administrative privilege required
  - AAL System Interface (ISystem)
    ▪ Called once per process to initialize AAL
  - AAL Factory Interface (IFactory)
    ▪ Called to create AFU proxy object instances

• Communication
  - AAL Event Delivery Service (IEDS)
    ▪ Used to deliver events and support different threading models
  - AIA Interface (IAFU)
    ▪ Implemented by AFU proxy to support data exchange with AHM
    ▪ User level privilege since device driver validates all workspace memory references

Using AAL protects your software investment
Summary

• Intel is defining Intel® QuickAssist technology and enabling FPGA, tool and hardware vendors, to provide customers with a complete solution for integrating FSB-FPGA acceleration into their applications
  - Comprehensive Approach To Acceleration
  - Flexible Hardware Configuration
  - Zero-Copy Programming Model
  - Simple AFU Interface, flexible design choices
  - Using AAL protects your software investment
Additional sources of information on this topic:

- Other Sessions / Chalk Talks / Labs:
  - QATS004 - Geneseo and Intel® QuickAssist Technology Architecture Overview
  - QATS003 - Accelerator Exoskeleton: Intel® Architecture Look and Feel for Heterogeneous Cores
  - QATS001 - Intel® Embedded Processor for 2008 (Tolapai) SoC Architecture Overview
  - QATL001 - PCIe 2.0 Interop Lab
  - QATC001 - Geneseo and Intel® QuickAssist Technology Architecture Chalk Talk by Intel Fellow Ajay Bhatt
  - QATP001 - Industry Panel: Trends and challenges ahead for accelerator usage and growth

- Accelerators in Action: Visit the I/O & Application Acceleration Community in the showcase to see technology demonstrations from Intel and other industry-leading companies
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